


THE IKON PASS 
is a community of lifelong mountain worshipers and iconic destinations, standing together to set the new standard 
in what a season pass can deliver. 

We believe in the freedom to explore new terrain and the versatility to create our own great adventure. We 
celebrate authenticity
over homogeneity and refuse to sacrifice the unique spirit of our destinations. We champion new experiences 
because that’s where the greatest times and most enduring memories come from. 

We love the feel of fresh tracks, whether it's on powder or corduroy. We live for new lines and laughs with our 
friends and family.

We believe in giving back to the mountain communities where we live, work and play. 
As Ikon Pass holders, the magic of life up high is a part of us. It brings us together with an unspoken bond. From 
East Coast glades to West Coast peaks, from the bunny hill to the backcountry, we don’t just love the mountains. 
We are the mountains. 



47 GLOBAL DESTINATIONS



Ikon Pass is a global mountain community that unites the world’s most aspirational mountain 
destinations and key strategic resorts. 

IKON PASS
Get the most access and no blackout dates at 47 

unique destinations worldwide

$1,049 USD

No Blackout Dates

15
Unlimited Skiing & Riding Destinations

Up to 7 days at 31 destinations

IKON BASE PASS
Unlock 45 unique destinations worldwide, 

with limited blackout dates.

$779 USD

Blackout Dates

13
Unlimited Skiing & Riding Destinations

Up to 5 days at 31 destinations

Add Jackson Hole & Aspen Snowmass
Purchase 5 days at each destination for $150

*Adventure Assurance*
All Ikon Pass products include Adventure Assurance and Zero-Day credit coverage
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Ikon Pass Marketing

20/21 MEDIA BUY delivered 1.6B IMPRESSIONS

3 NEW IKON PASS DESTINATIONS: Windham, Mt. Bachelor, RED Mountain

1.3K+ STORIES for a circulation of 1.4MM and a reach of 1.7B

53%  SHARE OF VOICE in overall conversation vs. competitors

2.5MM ENGAGEMENTS on social with 1.2B IMPRESSIONS

New Initiatives: Shred for Sustainability, SheJumps

4M+ UNIQUE VISITORS to IkonPass.com

50% POSITIVE SENTIMENT


